SERVICE YOU CAN RELY ON
Qualified service anytime, anywhere
It’s an important RAM commitment that’s also vitally important
to our customers. It also reaffirms our belief in our products and
reinforces our pledge to provide continuing customer support.
RAM will be there for start-up, general maintenance,
installation, quality check and troubleshooting. Our trained
technicians are there whenever they are needed, wherever they
are needed, staying as long as it takes to get the job done.
That’s how dedicated RAM is to reducing your downtime and
maintaining your maximum production efficiency. And down the
line, we will continue to provide the support you need when the
die set needs to be rebuilt or reconditioned.
RAM never calls it quits after the buy-off. As long as you have
our die sets in production, you will have RAM behind you.

RAM’S manufacturing floor is where
blueprints and designs come to life
RAM’s commitment to precision workmanship creates a positive
advantage for you, starting with our work on our manufacturing floor.
Our qualified engineers, technicians and assembly teams meticulously
design and assemble die sets to match customer specifications and
operating requirements. Our modern facility is also where we house
testing, quality control, die assembly and spare parts.
Quality service. Quality products. That’s the RAM story.

www.raminnovative.com
BECAUSE YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE
Self Manufacturing OEM  Turnkey System Manufacturers  Complete Engineering Support
Complete Service Support  New Die Sets  Rebuild Die Sets  Spare Tooling
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OVER A HALF CENTURY OF

EXPERIENCE

RAM Innovative Technologies has been a forerunner
in close-tolerance precision specialty machining
and design for over a half-century. Our international
reputation for quality in the global container industry
is rooted in a unique blend of experience and know-how,
integrating state-of-the-art technologies, cost-effective
production and a concentration on customer satisfaction
that consistently results in repeat business.
Our partnership with Quality Machine and Repair has
created a collaboration that provides our customers with
the benefits of each company’s expertise and specialized
resources. The result is advanced precision technologies
and innovative engineering designs — the perfect
marriage of detailed tooling with cutting-edge 2-piece
container technology.
Experience from the past, a commitment to the present,
and our vision for the future combine to make us the best
choice for all your two-piece metal forming requirements.
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